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Foreword
I have studied the occult for a number of years now -- too numerous to mention -- as a result of which I
naturally became interested in the symbols used in that practice and those in the practices associated
with it. I started to include them on my web sites 1 when my wife suggested I compile them in a small
reference book, and this is the result.
Note that the word ‘magic’ has been spelt as such throughout, even though in certain instances it should
have been spelt ‘magick’; this is to avoid confusion. In addition, when referencing Roman gods and
goddesses and their Greek counterparts, in most instances you can assume they are the one and same
person with the same attributes.
To continue -- what are symbols? One definition of a symbol is ‘something that represents something
else through association or resemblance’. A symbol can be a sign, emblem or an image. Businesses
and other organisations use logos to identify and represent their name or brand. Hieroglyphics are
another form of symbol used in ancient Egyptian writing. Therefore, symbols are used to portray a
message, warning or information in a universal language that is understood by people throughout the
world.
A symbol is a mark, sign, or word that indicates, signifies, or is understood as representing an idea,
object, or relationship. Symbols allow people to go beyond what is known or seen by creating links
between otherwise very different concepts and experiences. All communication (and data processing)
is achieved through the use of symbols. Symbols take the form of words, sounds, gestures, ideas or
visual images and are used to convey other ideas and beliefs. For example, a red octagon may be a
symbol for "STOP". On a map, a blue line might represent a river.
Alphabetic letters may be symbols for sounds. Personal names are symbols representing individuals.
A red rose may symbolise love and compassion. The variable 'x', in a mathematical equation, may
symbolise the position of a particle in space. In cartography, an organised collection of symbols forms
a legend for a map.
By now you will have realised that we recognise hundreds of symbols every day such as road signs,
currency signs and keyboard symbols, although these will not be discussed in this book. What you will
discover is a comprehensive guide to the most well-known symbols/logos used in ancient cultures,
mysticism, mythological deities and creatures, occultism/occult societies, religion, astrology and much
more.
Mythology permeates all cultures and affects all lives. The influence of myths can be seen in the
customs, rituals, morals and language of every culture. In fact, studying the underlying mythological
beliefs and prominent mythological symbols is an effective method of studying a culture. Different
cultures have specific myths to help people understand the mysteries of nature, the reason behind all
creation, their own relationship with nature and the essentials of moral conduct. These myths gave rise
to a number of symbols that explain these diverse concepts.
In the write up for several Ancient Egyptian mythological deities, you will often see a reference to the
‘Hermopolitan Ogdoad’ and/or ‘The Ennead of Heliopolis’. For those of you who understand what this
is, I apologise for the following:
The Ogdoad (the eightfold) were eight primordial deities worshipped in Hermopolis during the Old
Kingdom period (27th to 22nd centuries BC).
The Ennead or Great Ennead was a group of nine deities in Egyptian mythology worshipped at
Heliopolis: the sun god Atum; his children Shu and Tefnut; their children Geb and Nut; and their
children Osiris, Isis, Set, and Nephthys. The Ennead sometimes includes Horus, the son of Osiris
and Isis. It rose to importance in the fifth and sixth Dynasties and remained prominent in Egypt into its
occupation by the Macedonian Ptolemaic dynasty established by Alexander the Great's successor in
the region, Ptolemy I.
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Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy, this book should not be taken as a ‘Bible’
of the more than 300 symbols you will discover, as so many differing references and descriptions
can be found relating to any one of them.

Brian Northmore
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A
Abrasax
See Abraxas.

Abraxas
A variant of Abrasax, Abraxas is an ancient Gnostic solar deity associated by the
ancients with Yahweh, Mithras and the Celtic Belenus, as well as Yeshu (Jesus). It
was a word of mystic meaning in the system of Basilides, an early Gnostic religious
teacher in Alexandria, Egypt who taught from 117 to 138 AD.
The word ‘Abraxas’ is also found in Gnostic texts such as the Holy Book of the Great
Invisible Spirit (informally called The Coptic Gospel of the Egyptians), and also appears
in the Greek Magical Papyri (the name given by scholars to a body of papyri from Graeco-Roman Egypt,
which each contain a number of magical spells). It was engraved on certain antique gemstones, called
Abraxas stones, which were used as amulets or charms in the 2nd century, and were used as recently
as the 13th century in the seals of the Knights Templar.
Opinions abound on Abraxas, who in recent centuries has been claimed to be both an Egyptian god
and a demon. Carl Jung transcribed a short Gnostic treatise in 1916, attributed to Basilides, called The
Seven Sermons to the Dead, which called Abraxas the supreme power of being transcending both God
and the Devil who unites all opposites into one Being. However, by mediaeval times, Abraxas seems
to have been relegated to the ranks of demons.
The seven letters spelling the name Abraxas may represent each of the seven classic planets. Similarly,
the word may be related to ‘Abracadabra’, although other explanations exist.

Adam Kadmon
In Kabbalah, before creation began, all that existed was God's Infinite Light. The first stage
of creation began when God contracted His Infinite Light to create a vacuum. Then a ray of
divine light penetrated the vacuum and the persona of Adam Kadmon was projected into it.
The first stage of Adam Kadmon was in the form of ten concentric circles (the Sephiroth),
which emanated from the ray. The ray of light was then clothed by the anthropomorphic form
of Adam Kadmon.
The Tetragrammaton symbolises the four letter name of God - Yod, Hé, Vau, Hé. It is in Lurianic
Kabbalism where the theory of the Ain-Soph's original emanation, resulting in the body of Adam
Kadmon, is found. In many respects he can therefore be considered not only as the first of the Partsufim
(configurations), but as their father.
In some Kabbalists' views, he is the first 'God' who can be comprehended by man by virtue of the fact
that man is made in his image. Those Kabbalists are of the opinion that the first form shaped, etched
or produced by the ray of light which emanated from Ain-Soph was not the Sephiroth, but the body of
Adam Kadmon, from which the Sephiroth then flared out.

Adar / Atar
The Adar is the sacred fire of the Zoroastrians. The fire symbolises purity, the essence
of life, and the presence of God. In the Zoroastrian creation story, fire is the final creation,
but brings life to all that preceded it. It is a similar concept to the Ruach ha Elohim 2. The
sacred flame is presided over by Asha Vahista (Holiest Truth), one of the Amesha
Spentas or ‘bounteous immortals’, divine beings similar to Archangels.
The fire is fed with offerings of sandalwood from worshipers. A sacred fire is kept burning
continuously in Zoroastrian temples, and Zoroastrians must pray only in the presence of a fire. The
Adar is the origin of the idea of an ‘eternal flame’. The sacred flame in the temple at Yazd (Iran -formerly Persia) has reportedly burned continuously for fifteen hundred years.

Aegishjalmur
See Helm of Awe.

Aemeth
See Sigillum Dei Aemeth.

Aether
Aether is defined as a pleasant-smelling colourless volatile liquid that is highly
flammable. It is used as an anaesthetic and as a solvent or intermediate in industrial
processes. According to mediaeval science, Aether or ether, also called quintessence
or upper air, is the material that fills the region of the universe above the terrestrial
sphere. The concept of Aether was used in several theories to explain natural
phenomena, such as the travelling of light and gravity.
Aether was the fifth element in alchemical chemistry and early physics. The belief in Aether as an
element was held by mediaeval alchemists, Greeks, Buddhists, Hindus, the Japanese, and the Tibetan
Bon although ancient Babylonians believed the fifth element to be sky. The fifth element in the Chinese
Wu-Xing was metal rather than Aether.
In the late 19th century, physicists postulated that Aether permeated throughout all space, providing a
medium through which light could travel in a vacuum. However, evidence for the presence of such a
medium was not found in the Michelson-Morley experiment3, and this result has been interpreted as
meaning that no such luminiferous Aether exists, and therefore light was self-propagating.

AGLA
A protective magical talisman, inscribed ‘AGLA’, was designed for the reverse of the
Sigillum Dei Aemeth by Dr John Dee, ‘under the direction of the angel Uriel’. It is a
common form of an amulet which had already been in use for several hundred years.
AGLA is a notarikon of the biblical phrase ‘Ateh Gibor Le-olam Adonai’, ‘The Lord is
mighty forever’. AGLA was considered a name of God by magicians in the middle
ages and appeared in magical formulae for everything from protection to flying. AGLA
is used in its short form in a number of apotropaic circle-making formulae. The Golden Dawn used it
as the ‘God Name’ of the North quarter in the ‘lesser banishing ritual’, representing earth, and in the
Greater Ritual of the Pentagram to represent the passive elements of water and earth.
2

Elohim is a grammatically plural noun for ‘Gods’ or ‘deity’ in Biblical Hebrew. In Modern Hebrew, it is often referred to in the
singular despite the -im ending that denotes plural masculine nouns in Hebrew.
3 The Michelson-Morley experiment was a scientific experiment to find the presence and properties of a substance called aether,
a substance believed to fill empty space. The experiment was done by Albert A. Michelson and Edward Morley in 1887.

B
Ba Bird
The word Ba is usually translated as ‘soul’ or ‘spirit’. However, Ba is probably better
translated as ‘spiritual manifestation’. The Ba was always portrayed as a humanheaded bird, usually a falcon, and was often depicted hovering over the deceased's
mummy, or leaving or entering the tomb at will.
The Ba is one of the specific components of the human being as understood in Egyptian
thought. In the New Kingdom, the Ba was a spiritual aspect of the human being which
survived, or came into being, at death. It was endowed with the person's individuality and personality.
The Ba occasionally revisited the tomb of the deceased, for the dead body was its rightful home.

Babalon
Babalon (also known as the Scarlet Woman, Great Mother or Mother of Abominations) is
a goddess found in the mystical system of Thelema, which was established in 1904 after
the English author and occultist, Aleister Crowley, received The Book of the Law while on
honeymoon in Cairo.
In her most abstract form, she represents the female sexual impulse and the liberated
woman. In the creed of the Gnostic Mass she is also identified with Mother Earth, in her
most fertile sense. At the same time, Crowley believed that Babalon had an earthly aspect
in the form of a spiritual office, which could be filled by actual women -- usually as a counterpart to his
own identification as To Mega Therion (The Great Beast) -- whose duty was to help manifest the
energies of the current Aeon of Horus. He believed, in his life, the Lady of Babalon was firstly personified
as Leah Hirsig, who, after several portraits, was consecrated, taking the name Alostrael.
Her consort is Chaos, the ‘Father of Life’ and the male form of the Creative Principle. Babalon is often
described as being girt with a sword and riding the Beast. She is often referred to as a sacred whore,
and her primary symbol is the Chalice or Graal.
As Crowley wrote in The Book of Thoth, "she rides astride the Beast; in her left hand she holds the reins,
representing the passion which unites them. In her right, she holds aloft the cup, the Holy Grail aflame
with love and death. In this cup are mingled the elements of the sacrament of the Aeon."

Bacchus
Bacchus was the Roman God of agriculture, wine and fertility; Dionysus was his Greek
counterpart. He was the last god to join the twelve Olympians -- Hestia gave up her seat
for him. His plants were vines and twirling ivy. He often carried a thyrsus, a pineconetopped staff, along with a cup. His followers were goat-footed Satyrs and Maenads, wild
women who danced energetically during his festivals.
You can find a wonderful description of a 'Bacchanalia', or feast in honour of Bacchus, in
Prince Caspian, one of the Narnia books, by C.S. Lewis.
Bacchus was also the God of the theatre, since the first plays in Greece were performed in his honour.
There were tragedies, serious stories about heroes and gods, and comedies which made fun of
politicians. See also Crucified Bacchus.

Baha’i Faith

The Baha’i Faith is a religion which teaches the essential worth of all religions, and
the unity and equality of all people. Established by Baha’u’llah in 1863, it initially grew
in the Middle East and now has between 5 and 7 million adherents, known as Baha’is.
It has now spread out into most of the world's countries and territories, with the highest
concentration in Iran (formerly known as Persia).
The religion was born in Persia, where it has faced ongoing persecutions since its
inception. It grew from the mid-19th century Báb4 religion, whose founder taught that God would soon
send a prophet in the manner of Jesus or Muhammad. In 1863, after being banished from his native
Persia, Baha’u’llah announced that he was this prophet. He was further exiled, spending more than a
decade in the prison city of Akkad in the Ottoman province of Syria, in what is now Israel.
Following Baha'u'llah's death in 1892, leadership of the religion fell to his son Abdu'l-Bahá (1844-1921),
and later his great-grandson Shoghi Effendi (1897-1957). Baha’is around the world elect local, regional,
and national Spiritual Assemblies annually that govern the affairs of the religion, and every five years
the members of all National Spiritual Assemblies elect the Universal House of Justice, the nine-member
supreme governing institution of the worldwide Baha’i community, which sits in Haifa, Israel near the
shrine of Báb.

Baphomet
The Baphomet is in the form of a man with horns and goat's legs. Eliphas Lévi is
reputed to be the first person to have drawn the Baphomet, which he claimed was a
depiction of the absolute in symbolic form. According to the author Michael Howard,
Lévi based this image on a gargoyle he noticed on a building supposedly owned by the
Knights Templar, the Commandry of Saint Bris le Vineux. During our own extensive
research, we have found no reference to this building having been owned by the Knights
Templar. Lévi used the gargoyle as a frontispiece to his Dogme et Rituel de la Haute
Magie. In Howard's The Occult Conspiracy, we read: “The Gargoyle is in the form of a
bearded horned figure with pendulous female breasts, wings and cloven feet. It sits in a crossed-legged
position which resembles statues of the Celtic stag god, Cernunnus or the Horned One, found in Gaul
(France) before the Roman occupation.”
There is another lesser known symbol relating to
Baphomet (pictured left) used by the renowned occultist
Aleister Crowley, and of which we see very little except
when he signed his name as 'Baphomet' (pictured right).
Interestingly, this same symbol was worn by the
(in)famous Freemason Albert Pike, founder of the thirty-third degree of Freemasonry.
Do not confuse it with the similar looking Cross of Lorraine (pictured below), which is a
heraldic cross consisting of a vertical line, crossed by two smaller horizontal bars. The lower bar is
equidistant from the bottom of the vertical as the upper bar is to the top.
In the ancient version of this cross, both bars
were of the same length, but since the middle
of the 20th century the lower bar has been
longer than the upper, thus resembling a
patriarchal cross, the crossbars of which,
however, are both near the top. The Cross of
Lorraine is part of the heraldic arms of Lorraine,
a region of Eastern France, and originally the symbol of Joan of Arc, renowned for her doggedness
against foreign invaders of France. The flag of Free France featured a red Cross of Lorraine on a
standard flag of France. During WWII, the cross was adopted as the official symbol of the Free French
Forces under Charles de Gaulle.
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The Bahá'í Faith was formed from the Persian religion of the Báb, a merchant who began preaching a new interpretation of Shia
Islam in 1844.

The citizens of the United States of America were shocked when the first sculpted
statue of George Washington was unveiled, particularly as he had adopted the
position of the Baphomet. It would seem their first president was to set the trend for
a deep interest in the occult, an interest which all future presidents and their
governments would pursue.
The symbol pictured to the left, often referred to (incorrectly) as the
Baphomet, is used by the Church of Satan. Featuring a demonic
deity with the head of a goat (originally a ram) enclosed within an
inverted pentagram, it is supposed to be symbolic of Satan himself.
It is known as The Mendes Pentacle, and often called 'The Goat of Mendes', 'The
Goat Head', 'The Great God Pan', 'Thanateros’5, Abraxas, and the 'Horned God'.
It is sometimes referred to as the 'Judas Goat' by modern Satanists, and can often be seen worn as a
fashion item, particularly as a piece of jewellery normally in the form of a pendant, or even as a tattoo.

Bastet
Bastet was a goddess in ancient Egyptian religion, worshiped as early as the 2nd Dynasty
(2890 BC). As Bast, she was the goddess of warfare in Lower Egypt, the Nile River delta
region, before the unification of the cultures of ancient Egypt. Images of Bastet were often
created from alabaster. The goddess was sometimes depicted holding a ceremonial sistrum
in one hand and an aegis in the other, the aegis usually resembling a collar or gorget
embellished with a lioness head.
Bastet was originally a lioness warrior goddess of the sun throughout most of ancient
Egyptian history, but later she was changed into the cat goddess which is familiar today. Greeks
occupying ancient Egypt toward the end of its civilisation changed her into a goddess of the moon.
As protector of Lower Egypt, she was seen as a defender of the pharaoh, and consequently of the later
chief male deity, Ra. Along with the other lioness goddesses, she would occasionally be depicted as
the embodiment of the Eye of Ra. She has been depicted as fighting the evil snake named Apep, an
enemy of Ra.
Her name was associated with the lavish jars in which Egyptians stored their ointment used as perfume.
Bastet thus gradually became regarded as the goddess of perfumes, earning the title of perfume
protector. In connection with this, when Anubis became the god of embalming, Bastet came to be
regarded as his wife for a short period of time. She was also depicted as the goddess of protection
against contagious diseases and evil spirits.

Baton
See Wand.

Belenus
Belenus (also Belenos, Belinus, Bel, Beli Mawr) is a Sun God from Celtic Mythology
and, in the 3rd century, the patron deity of the Italian city of Aquileia. Called the ‘Fair
Shining One’, (or The Shining God) he was one of the most ancient and widely
worshiped Celtic deities and is associated with the ancient fire festival and modern
Sabbat Beltane.
He was associated with the horse (as shown by the clay horse figurine offerings at
Belenus’ Sainte-Sabine shrine in Burgundy) and also the wheel. Perhaps, like Apollo -- with whom he
became identified in the Augustan History -- Belenus, was thought to ride the Sun across the sky in a
horse-drawn chariot.
5

The name ‘Thanateros’ is a combination of the names ‘Thanatos’ and ‘Eros’ -- the Greek Gods of death and sex, respectively.

Bell
In magic, a magical weapon is any instrument used to bring about intentional change. In
practice, magical weapons are usually specific, consecrated items used within ceremonial
ritual. There is no hard and fast rule as to what constitutes or does not constitute a magical
weapon. If a magician considers it to be a weapon, then a weapon it is.
However, there does exist a set of magical weapons with particular uses and symbolic
meanings. Some such common weapons/tools include the dagger/sword, wand/baton,
cup/chalice, paten/pentacle/disc/, holy oil, lamp and Bell. See Liber A vel Armorum sub Figura CCCCXII
for a method of constructing certain magical instruments.
The phrase "bell, book and candle" referred to a Latin Christian method of excommunication by
anathema, imposed on a person who had committed an exceptionally grievous sin. Evidently introduced
by Pope Zachary around the middle of the 8th century, the rite was used by the Roman Catholic Church.
In current practice, a simple pronouncement is made to anathematise formally.
The ceremony was described in the Pontificale Romanum (The Roman Pontifical is the Latin Catholic
liturgical book that contains the rites performed by Bishops) up until the time of the Second Vatican
Council. Subsequent post-conciliar editions of the Pontificale omitted mention of any particular
solemnities associated with excommunication.
The ceremony traditionally involved a bishop, with 12 priests with candles, and is solemnly pronounced
in some suitably conspicuous place. The bishop would then pronounce the formula of the anathema.

Bennu
See Phoenix.

Besom
A traditional Wiccan Besom is a hawthorn stave handle with bristles made from
birch twigs, which are tied on using thin pieces of willow wood. The Besom, or
broom, fills a largely symbolic role in Wiccan practice. Derived from European
witchcraft folklore of broom dancing and flying, the broom is used today for
symbolic cleansing or purification of a space which will be used for a ritual. While
it does not usually touch the ground, it is used to ‘sweep out’ any negative energy,
and is often held a few inches above the ground to do so.
As a tool, the Besom is usually thought of as masculine in nature due to its phallic shape and
symbolism. However, the Besom's components are of both masculine and feminine orientation.
The handle, an ash stave, is masculine in nature while the birch used for the bristles is thought of as
feminine. The Besom is thought to be involved with fairies.
The Besom is an important part of Wiccan hand-fasting ceremonies in some traditions. The couple jump
over the besom during the ceremony. Alternatively, they may jump over a small bonfire.

Z
Zeus
Zeus is the God of the sky and thunder in ancient Greek religion, who ruled as king of the
gods of Mount Olympus. His name is cognate with the first element of his Roman equivalent
Jupiter, and his mythologies and powers are similar, though not identical, to those of IndoEuropean deities such as Indra, Jupiter, Perun, Thor, and Odin.
Zeus is the child of Cronus and Rhea, the youngest of his siblings to be born, though
sometimes reckoned the eldest as the others required disgorging from Cronus's stomach. In
most traditions, he is married to Hera, by whom he is usually said to have fathered Ares, Hebe, and
Hephaestus. At the oracle of Dodona, his consort was said to be Dione, by whom the Iliad states that
he fathered Aphrodite.
Zeus was also infamous for his erotic escapades which resulted in many godly and heroic offspring,
including Athena, Apollo, Artemis, Hermes, Persephone, Dionysus, Perseus, Heracles, Helen of Troy,
Minos, and the Muses.

Zia Peoples
The Zia are an indigenous tribe centred at Zia Pueblo, an Indian reservation in New
Mexico, U.S.A. The Zia are known for their pottery and use of the Sun symbol. The
people are a branch of the large Pueblo community.
Their symbol, a red circle with groups of rays pointing in four directions, is painted on
ceremonial vases, drawn on the ground around campfires, and used to introduce new
born children to the Sun. The number four is sacred to the Zia Indians, and this
emblem embodies this number as the powers of nature -- the sun, the four directions, seasons, and the
ages of man.

Zinc
The image to the right was used by alchemists to represent zinc, an essential
mineral, required for prenatal and postnatal development. Zinc deficiency
affects about two billion people in the developing world and is associated with
many diseases. In children, deficiency causes growth retardation, delayed
sexual maturation, infection susceptibility, and diarrhea. Enzymes with a zinc
atom in the reactive centre are widespread in biochemistry, such as alcohol
dehydrogenase in humans. Consumption of excess zinc can cause ataxia,
lethargy and copper deficiency.
Philosophers' wool, or nix alba (white snow) was zinc oxide, made by burning zinc in air.

Zoroastrianism
This is a religion of the Persian Empire founded by the sage
Zoroaster c. 600 BC. It is a system based on the concept of a
struggle between a 'God of light' and a 'God of darkness' striving for
influence over humanity.
Zoroastrianism assumes adherents have free-will, and as such can
choose between the God of light and the God of darkness.

